TECHNOLOGY MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SOLID SALES OUTCOMES

2016 MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTIONS
advertise.ieee.org
WELCOME TO THE IEEE TECHNOLOGY WORLD — 394,540 MEMBERS STRONG!

IEEE Media
This engaging, authoritative and exclusive, peer-reviewed content:
• Is actively sought out and read by over 394,540 IEEE members;
• Is the most highly-cited in U.S. and European patents and journals;
• Consistently wins awards every year in engineering media categories;
• Highlights current and next-generation technologies, communicating them to the target audience you want to capture.

DIGITAL MARKETING

Lead Generation Programs
Web Events
advertise.ieee.org/media-webinars
Feature industry experts discussing today's hottest topics.
IEEE Spectrum Tech Insiders Webinars
IEEE Communications Society Webinars
New! IEEE Microwave Theory and Techniques Society Webinars

White Papers
advertise.ieee.org/media-white-papers
Increase the value of your communications by placing them in a contextually relevant environment with 150 leads guaranteed.
IEEE Spectrum White Papers
IEEE Communications White Papers

Spotlights
Highlight new products or distance learning and advanced degree programs to create buzz and additional interest — and get great leads too!
IEEE Spectrum New Product Spotlight
IEEE Spectrum University Spotlight

Content Sponsorships
advertise.ieee.org/media-content-sponsorships
IEEE Media offers a variety of content sponsorship opportunities in marketing channels in your field of interest.
IEEE Spectrum Custom Content Sponsorships
IEEE Spectrum Video Sponsorships
IEEE Spectrum Micorsites
IEEE Communications Free Tutorials Now
IEEE Communications Tech Focus

Custom Research
advertise.ieee.org/custom-research
Get a tailored study that provides you with timely and relevant market intelligence from IEEE Spectrum.

Get the attention of this coveted community. Contact your IEEE Media Sales Representative today!

advertise.ieee.org
*2024 Industry Averages
IEEE Media Recruitment Services

Hiring managers at more than 3,000 leading corporations and organizations use IEEE Media Recruitment Services — the ultimate technical professional resource. They are major corporations in fields ranging from embedded systems, wireless software development, military and government research and transportation as well as leading academic institutions worldwide.

Combine electronic and print advertising opportunities to gain immediate access to the largest audience of highly-qualified engineers & tech professionals for your open positions.

Online Recruitment Advertising Opportunities — The IEEE Job Site

Banner and Page Peel ads — Add high impact, delivering half a million impressions per month.

Online Job Postings — Post your open position on the IEEE Job Site and reach top engineers and tech professionals worldwide.

Employer Branding Webinars — Interactively communicate the key benefits of your company and its available job opportunities.

Virtual Career Fairs — Deliver highly-qualified candidates while lowering your cost-per-hire, and enable you to host a Careers Webinar and speak with job seekers via Live Online Chat.

Print Recruitment Advertising Opportunities

Focus your recruitment message to an unparalleled technology-savvy audience of engineers and top executives in IEEE Spectrum or any of the 26 vertical publications precisely targeted to members of a specific IEEE Technical Society.

IEEE Media magazines are the first choice for your branding ad and individual job announcements. Please see the print marketing page for a listing of IEEE Media publications that accept print recruitment advertising.

New Career Guide

Place your recruitment or branding ad in the April 2016 digital issue of IEEE Spectrum’s New Career Guide and you’re guaranteed to reach qualified students and graduate students entering today’s global engineering job market.

Contact your IEEE Media Recruitment Sales Representative to create a custom recruitment package that combines print, digital, sponsorships & newsletters. Or, for more information, call +1 212 705 8939.
MORE DIGITAL MARKETING

Banner Opportunities

advertise.ieee.org/spectrum-banners
The flagship Web site of IEEE informs members of developments in technology, engineering, and science.

advertise.ieee.org/comsoc-banners
Delivers online content to communications engineers involved with telecom/datacom design.

advertise.ieee.org/the-institute
Expands the coverage and frequency of the print version and keeps members informed of IEEE news and events. New content updated weekly.

advertise.ieee.org/signal-processing-web
Expands the coverage, information and frequency of print and digital editions.

advertise.ieee.org/ieee-tv
Produces and delivers special-interest programming about global technology and engineering.

advertise.ieee.org/ieee-usa
Keeps 200,000 U.S. IEEE members up to date on technology careers, public policy and trends, programs, services, and activities.

Alerts and Newsletters Sponsorship Opportunities

advertise.ieee.org/media-content-sponsorships

IEEE Spectrum Tech Alert
Your weekly report on the latest news in the world of technology from the editors of IEEE Spectrum.

IEEE Spectrum Test and Measurement Newsletter
The latest emerging technologies in the Test & Measurement industry.

IEEE Spectrum Cars That Think Newsletter
News about the sensors, software, and systems that are making cars smarter.

IEEE Communications Tech Insights
Sponsored messages to electronic design engineers serving the communications technology sector.

IEEE Communications E-News
Provides readers with communications industry news. Can be combined with the IEEE Communications 12 Things newsletter for a circulation of 190,586.

IEEE Communications 12 Things You Need to Know This Month
New! Covers timely information on education, standards, publications, and activities in the communications field. Can be combined with the IEEE Communications E-News for a circulation of 190,586.

IEEE Spectrum EnergyWise Newsletter
The latest analyses on power, climate change, alternative energy and green technology.

IEEE.tv Alert
Guides readers to newly released and previously released programs.

IEEE Member Benefits Bulletin
Keeps members informed about their benefits.

IEEE MTT-S e-Newsletter
Keeps MTT-S members current on recent society updates.

For more information, call +1 212 705 8939 or contact your IEEE Media Representative.
IEEE Spectrum captures the attention of technology leaders that influence new product development across the globe. **Print & digital**

**Antennas & Propagation**
Covers scattering in complex media for wireless communication, sensing, medical, and other applications. **Print & digital**

**Consumer Electronics**
Covers the vast influence of modern electronics on consumer products, including devices that make lives easier and safer. **Digital only**

**Geoscience and Remote Sensing**
Covers systems that utilize synergistic technologies and systems engineering concepts to develop and improve remote sensing systems of all kinds. **Digital only**

**Industrial Electronics**
Covers intelligent and computer control systems, robotics, factory communications and automation, flexible manufacturing, data acquisition and more. **Quarterly**

**Nanotechnology**
Covers the building of circuits and devices from single atoms and molecules. **Quarterly**

**Photonic Sensors & Systems**
Covers lasers and electro-optics, the application of lasers, optical devices, optical fibers and more. **Quarterly**

**Potentials**
Connects students and professional members to the latest information and the best technical resources available. **Print & digital**

**Systems, Man, & Cybernetics**
Covers the theory, practice, and interdisciplinary aspects of systems science and engineering, human-machine systems, and cybernetics. **Digital only**

**Technology and Society**
Covers health and safety, engineering ethics and professional responsibility, technical expertise and public policy, economic issues and more. **Quarterly**

**The Bridge**
Content pertinent to IEEE-HKN honor society members including professional leaders, exceptional educators, outstanding students and young engineering professionals. **Digital only**

**Trends in Automation Technology**
Covers designing intelligent machines and systems that can help and support humans or their well-being. **Print & digital**

**Women in Engineering**
Recognizes women's outstanding achievements in electrical and electronics engineering and computer sciences. **Print & digital**

**IEEE Tech Societies Media Publications**

- **Electrical Insulation**
  Covers the behavior development, characterization and application of all gaseous, liquid and solid electrical insulating materials and more. **Bimonthly**

- **Intelligent Transportation Systems**
  Covers systems utilizing synergistic technologies and systems engineering concepts to advance transportation. **Quarterly**

- **Microwave**
  Covers microwave theory, techniques and applications for components, devices, circuits, integrated circuits and multi-circuit assemblies. **Monthly**

- **Spectrum**
  Provides information on consensus standards for a global communications industry. **Quarterly**

- **Communications Standards**
  Covers the entire communications design market including: wireless, RF, optical, VoIP, internet technology, military & defense, broadband access and more. **Print & digital**

- **Computational Intelligence**
  Covers both natural and artificial systems including bioinformatics, linguistics, robotics, games, neural and more. **Quarterly**

- **Electromagnetic Compatibility**
  Covers the capability of systems or equipment to be operated in the intended environment and more. **Quarterly**

- **Geoscience and Remote Sensing**
  Provides information on global communications industry. **Quarterly**

- **Industrial Electronics**
  Covers the development, design, manufacture and application of electrical systems, apparatus, devices and more. **Bimonthly**

- **Microscopy**
  Covers medical, and other applications. **Print & digital**

- **Medical Technology**
  Covers medical, and other applications. **Print & digital**

- **IEEE Computer Society**
  Covers the theory, practice, and interdisciplinary aspects of systems science and engineering, human-machine systems, and cybernetics. **Digital only**

- **IEEE Photonics Society**
  Covers lasers and electro-optics, the application of lasers, optical devices, optical fibers and more. **Quarterly**

- **IEEE Systems, Man, & Cybernetics Society**
  Covers health and safety, engineering ethics and professional responsibility, technical expertise and public policy, economic issues and more. **Quarterly**

- **IEEE Technology & Society**
  Content pertinent to IEEE-HKN honor society members including professional leaders, exceptional educators, outstanding students and young engineering professionals. **Digital only**

- **IEEE Women in Engineering**
  Recognizes women's outstanding achievements in electrical and electronics engineering and computer sciences. **Print & digital**
Your IEEE Media advertising representative will customize an integrated marketing plan of channel advertising opportunities that will suit your budget and marketing needs, and give you the best return on your investment.

For a network buy, or for information on Mailing Lists, please visit advertise.ieee.org.

Reach Technology Experts:
- Engineering Managers
- Scientific Managers
- Engineering Designers
- Basic and Applied Researchers
- Electrical Engineers
- Communications Engineers
- Electronics Engineers
- Software Engineers
- Academics
- Consultants
- Computer Scientists